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P said he was calling about the CIA U- 2 flight scheduled
this evening.
- it will
not be protected. P 'said it would be his advice that we · stand it .down
and wait for a couple of days to see what to do. K asked if anyone I
I - know that the flight was supposed to go.
· P said no. K said if we loose ~ another ¥flight that is .n ot protec~ed
.w e 'Yill really be in trouble. P said he thinks i~ should, be stood down.
·K said .he hates to do it but he thinks it is the rudent thin to do .
K asked whethe~ P could xxk arrange to
have it stood down and P said yes unl~s s K would like to do so. K said
n~, P could call }?:elIY?-s and say they had .talked - K will talk to the President.
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:!? said he has the information on MOL - both P and Laird would prefer to
let it ride for a while. K said he would like· P to send something over
that h .e could study. P ,. said it is their recm:runendation that MDL 'be
continued as planned but it can be cut back substantially • . K asked what
p's _personal view· w~s. ·p said it would not be too bad to this - Tt "would
delay opportunity to get this sort of capability .a yea:r or so, but in view
of all budgetary press~~s, they could stand it. P said it is ve~y important
that they keep the E;EXAGON program. P said :idx:kK he would send a .
s~a.ry over to· K; they would prefer not to make a decision \intii. they
.see how Congr~ss is _.going to treat them.
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